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ABSTRACT:This paper is an attempt to measure the effect of price
expectations on the level and distribution of household saving, using
both cross-section and time series data. The former are survey data on
saving based on households' answers to questions about their anticipa-
tions of saving over various time periods. ¶1 Two effects of inflation on
saving have been suggested. The traditional one is a shift from fixed to
variable dollar assets as a way of avoiding the depreciation of purchas-
ing power of fixed dollar assets. It is conceivable that this shift reduces
total financial saving. Another effect, suggested by high saving rates in
1966-1969, is that inflation heightens uncertainty, which leads to
an increaseinsaving, atleast temporarily, evenin fixed dollar
assets. ¶ The time series results indicate clearly that increases in the
proportion of households expecting inflation lead to increases in total
saving, and particularlyin the net acquisition of financialassets.
Cross-section results were weak and inconclusive, with few statistically
significant coefficients on price expectations variables, and those
mainly for households of moderate wealth. In these equations there
was some indication that expectations of more rapid inflation were
associated with heavier investment in financial assets, particularly in
common stock.
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Price Expectations and Demand for Financial Assets
[11 INTRODUCTION
With the inflationary excesses that began in 1965 actingas a prime mover,
the last few years have witnessed considerable rekindling of interest in the
effects of price expectations on economic behavior. For themost part,
however, the recent empirical research in this area has focusedon aggre-
gate data and has been concerned primarily with the impact of price
expectations on market rates of interest' and changes in money wages.2
The effects of price expectations on consumption and saving,on the other
hand, has received relatively little attention,3 especiallyat the micro level,
and this paper is addressed to this void.
More specifically, the primary purpose of this paper is to investigate
whether itis possible to discern an empirical relationship between indi-
vidually held price expectations and decisions of households to hold
particular types of assets. To this end, I have analyzed aggregate time series
data from the National Income Accounts and the Flow of Funds and two
bodies of micro household data, each involving several thousand house-
holds and each containing fairly detailed information on price expecta-
tions.
The micro data are based on the well-known Consumers Union panel
study of the late 1950's and the Consumer Anticipations Survey conducted
by the U.S. Bureau of the Census during the late 1960s. Theyear of
reference is 1959 for the CU sample and 1967 for the CAS sample. In
addition to reasonably detailed breakdowns of household balance sheets,
both of these sets contain data on income and family characteristics
together with explicit information on price expectations. Although the
price expectations data refer only to the brig term, they are especially
detailed in the CU sample. Respondents were questioned regarding their
expectations of changes in the level of consumer prices for five, ten, and
twenty years in the future. CAS respondents, on the other hand, were asked
about their expectations only for the followingyear.
The price expectations data from both household samples have been
taken at face value, and there has been no effort either to "explain" the
price expectations themselves or to assess, except in a general way, their
plausibility or reliability. To do so, though clearly of interest in itsown
right, is outside the scope of the present task; the hypothesis throughout is
that households take seriously the expectations theyexpress, whatever
these are and whether or not they appear to be reasonable toan outsider.
The format of the paper is as follows: The next section discusses the
effects that price expectations might be expected to haveon a household's
saving and the composition of its portfolio. Particular attention is given to
the traditional view that expectations of inflation lead to a substitution of
present consumption for future consumption, and therefore to reduced
259current saving, and to the contrary view, long espousedby George Katona
of the Survey Research Centerat the University of Michigan, thatexpecta-
tions of inflation are associated withincreased uncertainty about the future,
which in turn leads to increasedcurrent saving.
Section 3 is concerned withspecification of the model to be analyzed.
The model utilized is basedon an underlying stock adjustmentprocess in
which saving (orone of its components) is related to the household's
existing stock of assets,as well as to income, various demographic
characteristics, and, ofcourse, to price expectations. The stock ofassets
and income are bothdisaggregated, although theextent to which this
disaggregation can be carriedout varies between the data sets. Thetwo
micro data sets are describedin Section 4.
Sections 5 and 6 present theempirical results, the results from the
micro data sets in Section5 and the time series results inSection 6.
Finally, an overallassessment of the results and some suggestions for future
research are presented in Section7.
121 THEORETICALCONSIDERATIONS
In analyzing the effectof price expectationson a household's saving, there
are two separate questionsto be kept in mind: (1) theimpact of price
expectations on the overallamount saved, and (2) the impactof price expectations on the compositionof saving and, throughsaving and asset price changes, on thecomposition of the household's balancesheet. The assumption is that the householdstrives to structure its portfolioso that yields (includingnonmonetary returns and with allowancefor risk) on different assets are equalon the margin. The rational household,then, will rearrange its portfolio whenever thereis a change in its priceexpectations, because yieldsare, in general, not affecteduniformly by inflation. Indeed, itis quite possible thata household will restructure itsportfolio substan- tially even though theimpact of inflationon the overall level of saving is nil. Moreover,we also should expect the impactof price expectationsto vary, even for the same dependentvariable, dependingon the time period over which the expectationsare measured and, for shorttime periods, depending on whetherprice changes areexpected to be permanentor only temporary, If pricesare expected to rise andsoon thereafter to fall, current saving should bestimulated, whereas theOpposite should be thecase if the higher pricesare expected to persist.
The existing literatureon the effects of priceexpectations on saving which is surprisinglynot very extensive.......,sambiguous and, insonie instancescontradjcto, An old andtraditional idea is thatanticipated
S
260 Lester ft TaylorWO Differing from thistraditional view isone thatisrooted more in
psychology and sociology than ineconomics, but which is increasingly
the gaining a following among economists, the view thatan increase in prices
6. (anticipated or not) will lead to a reduction in spendingand an increase in
ure (financial) saving.6 The argument is usually phrasedin terms of the impact
on rising prices on consumer confidence: Expected inflationleads to a
decrease in the confidence with which the futureis approached, which in
turn leads to an increase in saving.7 Because it hasa strong theoretical
foundationa in addition to being well establishedempirically, the second
part of the K-i argument (Le., that saving is negatively relatedto uncertainty
about the future) evokes little controversy.
here However, the circumstances surrounding the survey-basedfinding that
rice rising prices stir pessimism are much less clear.Juster and Wachtel (1 972a)
price suggest that the connection is to consumer expectations of futurereal













rrent Despite surface appearances, the traditional andK-i views of expected
if the inflation and saving are not necessarily in conflict. Foronce uncertainty
(especially with regard to the stream of future income) is admitted into the
aving traditional model, the K-J positive relationship betweensaving and ex-
some pected inflation emerges almostas a matter of course. Readers interested in
pated details are referred to thepapers cited in Footnote 8.
Historically, high inflation rates tend to beassociated with a relatively high
ariance in the rate of inflation. If consumers commonlybelieve that the rate of
increase in nominal income will be less variable thanthe rate of increase in
prices, the expectation of rising prices willgenerate greater dispersion of expecta-
lions about real income. A wider dispersionmay not have symmetrical effects on
behavior, in that the prospect of declining realincome may carry more weight on
consumer decisions than the prospect of rising real income,even though the two
are regarded as equally probableIn short, consumers may he muchmore
concerned that price inflation will erode their realincome than pleased that
rising nominal incomes will outweigh rising prices. Ifso, the appropriate reaction
to inflationary expectations would be to curtail spendingin an attempt to guard
against declining real income, thus, asa corollary, raising the saving rate.
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ets have been fully discounted and embodiedin current prices, interest rates, his etc.
a-
e,
tfl the assumption usually implicitis that the expected price rise hadnot been
a
ic not have any impact on real economic decisions,because all impacts will
'S previously anticipated. For price inflationthat is fully anticipated should
expected price rise will leadto increased consumption, and thusto
reduced saving, as present goodsare substituted for future goods, although
real assets, including equity. The likelyeffect on the overall amount saved,
however, is much less clearcut.Economists typically take the view thatan
inflation will induce a shift frommoney, savings accounts, and bonds to262
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In approachingthe analysis,a reasonable attitudeto adopt is thatprice expectations are actuallydescribed bya probability distributionand that the informationa household providesis its "hect"guess of what prices will do during theperiod of reference.'°Moreover, it also isplausible toassume (hatthe extent towhich priceexpectationsactuallyinfluence a household's decisionswill dependon the confidence withwhich the expectations are held.In particular, it ismuch more likelythat expectations will be a factorin decisions it theyare held with a great dealof confidence rather than withlittle confidence.
To formalize thisreasoning, letus suppose that thehousehold bases its saving decisionson an assumedprice level p,which it definesas a weightedaverage of its best-guessfuture price level pPand the current price levelp. viz:
(1)p*
g(o1p + 11- g(c-2)lp
where g isan inverse functionof cr2, thevariance of thedistribution describing theexpectations. In particular,we shall assume 0 <g(o2)< 1 with g'(a2) <0,g(0) = 1, and g(x)0. Thus p* wiltbe close to thevalue of pP for & small,but close to thevalue of p for y2large)' Implementation of this modelrequires, of course,knowledge of a2.Although neither ofthe micro data setsto be analyzedprovides informationabout a2 directly, some weak, though usable,information can beadduced in both samples.2 As was mentionedat the beginningof this section,we should expect the impact of priceexpectations to bedifferent dependingon the length of the period over whichthe expectationsare measured andwhether price increases are expectedto be permanentor temporary. Thetraditional viewi.e., thatexpected inflationleads to amovement away frommoney and fixed dollarassetsseems mostrelevant to longperiods and to price changes thatare expected to bepermanent, whereas theK-i view seems
3.I more relevant toshort-runexpectations andto price changesthat are expected to betemporary. As hasalready beenmentioned, the price expectations in theCU samplepertain to periods offive, ten, andtwenty Incort:a years, whereas in theCAS sample theyare confined to twelvemonths. (The time seriesexpectations also referto a period of twelvemonths.) This being the case, it istempting to view theresults with theCU sampleas testing the traditional thesisand the resultswith the CASsample as testingthe K-i thesis.
131 A STATE
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the where s denotes saving, x1.....xm are rn objective market quantities, and
ions w1.....w are n state variables, itis assumed for now that the tastes of the
nce household are reflected in the parameters of 0.
The state variables encompass a variety of phenomena, some objective
its and some subjective. The former will include items from the household's
as a balance sheetstocks of durable goods and housing, saving accounts,
rrent level of consumer debt, etc)4 These quantities are all concrete in interpre-
tation, cardinally measurable (atleast in principle), and in general are
determined by saving decisions in the past, current market conditions, and
possibly the mere passage of time. The subjective state variables, on the
ution other hand, will also reflect past decisions but in addition will collate the
< 1 household's evaluation of the future as characterized (say) in expectations
'alue of income and prices and the confidence with which the future is ap-
ation proached. The past makes its appearance in these state variables in the
the form of inertia (or habit formation), which, as is well-known, characterize
ectly, iniportantsegmentsofcortsurnption.particularlyexpenditureson
les.'2 services.'5
ct the The objective state variables will change:
household, a collection of objective quantities (such as income, prices, and
the rate of interest) generated by the market, and a set of state variables to
be described be!ow.'In symbols, we can write
(2)s = 0(x1,... Xp,, W1.....w,,)
In response to current saving as assets are bought and sold and
liabilities increase or decrease;
With the passage of time through depreciation and technological
obsolescence; and
In response to inflation, changes in the market rate of interest, and
changes in the earning capacity of physical assets.
In contrast, the subjective state variables that reflect habit formation will
alter in response to:
Current consumption of nondurables and services;
Current depreciation of physical assets; and
The dissipation of habits.
How the remaining subjective state variables (i.e., those representing the
household's evaluation of the future) vary through time, however, is clearly
much more speculative.
alysis The objective state variables and the subjective state variables that do
of the not incorporate expectations summarize the influence of the past and of
263 Price Expectations and Demand br Financial Assetsthe objective presenton the household's saving decisions whereas the
state variables reflecting expectations providelinks to the future. The
household is assumed to adjust its cavingin cuch a way as to bring its state
variables, all except those reflectingexpectations,16 into desired relation-
ships with its current andprospective income. As yields andexpectations
change, the household willnot only adjust the amount it saves, but also
will alter the composition of itsportfolio.
In order to illustrate the ideas involved,let us consider a model in which
saving (s)is linearly related to the existing levelof wealth (w), a state
variable representing the accumulatedeffects of past expenditure (h),
income (x), the rate of interest(r), income expectations (Xe), priceexpecta-
tions (p*), and generalconsumer confidence (q).
(3) S +w+ 132h+y1x+y2T+A,Xe+ A2p+Aq
In terms of our earlier classificationof variables, x and r represent
objective market quantites,w represents an objective state variable, and h,
Xe, p* and q denote subjectivestate variables. The state variablesw and h
represent legacies from past saving andconsumption decisions, respec-
tively, whereas, xc, p* andq embody subjective evaluations of the future.
(It is assumed, of course, that Xe, p*and q pertain to some definitetime
period.) We naturallyexpect /3 to be negative andy and A1 to be positive.
The parametersY2 and A3 can be of either sign, and, aswe have already
pointed out, the same is true ofA2, depending on (1) the length of the
horizon, (2) whether pricechanges are expected to bepermanent or
temporary, and (3) the relationshipbetween p and q.17 Finally, because
consumption, on balance, is subjectto habit formationiR and because
saving is the complement ofconsumption, we expect /2 to be negative.
Assume, next, that atany point in time w and s change accordingto
W=5iW,.
h=c-2h
where wa represents theportion of w subject to depreciation,c denotes
consumption (=X- s), and tSand2 represent the (constant exponential)
depreciation rates forWd and h, respectively. The determinants of therates of change for Xe andq are of little interest for presentpurposes. Finally, in line with the precedingsection, pwill be assumed to be determined
according to
pt = g(a2)p-f 11 - g(o2)Jp
wherep, p. g.. andoare as defined in Equation 1.
Long-run equilibrium in thismodel, correspondingto steady state values
264 Lester D. TaylorOr
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of ., *, andq,s defined by the conditions s'= s = 0. In long-run e
equilibrium, the state variablesw and s will be in desired relationships
with income, and s and c fromexpressions 4 and 5, will be given by
ns (7)=
so (8) C2l
ch where the carets denote long-runequilibrium values. Expectations affect
te the steady state values of saving andconsumption only through their
h) effects on the equilibrium relationships ofw and s to income. Changes in
ta- expectations cause these equilibrium relationshipsto alter, and this in turn
leads to changes in saving. This result isof some importance, because it
means that the effects of changes in expectationsare in fact reflected in the
levels of expectations taken in Conjunctionwith the levels of the state
nt variables W,1 and h.
h, Let us now turn to tile model that has beenestimated in the empirical
h work, In general form, this modelcan be written as
ec- (9)S = a + f3'Y + y'A + X'E +'D +
where S denotes saving (orone of its components), Y, A, and E are vectors
represeting income from differentsources (or from prior years); compo-
dy nents of the household's balance sheet, andexpectations, respectively; D
the is a vector of demographic characteristics.is a random error term, anda,
or /3, y, A, andare parameters (or vectors of parameters) to be estimated.
The major difference between this modeland the one represented in
Expression 3 involves the disaggregation ofwealth and income. The
e disaggregation of wealth follows from the desireto analyze adjustments in
the composition of the household's balance sheetas well as saving in toto,
whereas the disaggregation of income is inspiredby the findings reported
in Taylor (1 971). However, the extent to which thesedisaggregations can
be effected varies with the data set. For theCAS sample, income is
reported by typewages and salaries, business income,rent, interest and
tes dividends, gifts and inheritance, social security,and pensions--and for
tial) households with more than one member in the laborforce, there is a
ates further disaggregation of wages and salaries byrecipient. The CU sample
in does not break down income by type but does distinguishbetween the
ned earnings of husband and wife, and unlike the CAS sample,it includes data
on family income, both before arid after taxes, for severalyears prior to the
year of reference.19 Capital gains also are treated separately. The CU
sample contains very detailed informationon the composition of the
household's balance sheet, particularly with regardto holdings of financial
lues assets. The CAS sample, on the other hand, is much less detailed andcomplete in this respect and, apart from housing, providesonly indirect
information on stocks of real assets.
Moving on to price expectations, respondents in boththe CU and CAS
saniples were presented with intervals ofprice changes and askedto
indicate the one within which theirexpectations fell, unless theywere too
uncertain even to guess, in whichcase the question went unanswered
Because they were obtained only in termsof intervals, the priceexpecta-
tions have been included in the models forboth data sets througha set of
dummy variables.20 introducing theprice expectations data into the model
in this manner makes itunnecessary to assume explicit and essentially
arbitrary values for the open-endedclasses; an added benefit is thatit
automatically allows for possible noilinearityinthe effectof Price
expectations.2'
Since neither of the micro datasets contains direct informatjon27on the
variance of a household's priceexpectations, it has not been possibleto employ the mechanism for p*specified in Expression 6. However,in
addition to being asked aboutprice expectations, respondents in theCU
survey also were invited toassess their financial prospects "over thenext few years." A possibleresponse to this question was "too uncertainto
say." Not unreasonably, it mightbe argued that uncertaintyregarding price
expectations share somecommon causes (whatever these are),so that the
answer "too uncertain to say" aboutfinancial prospects providessome
indirect information on thevariance of the household's priceexpectations,
This information has beenintroduced into the model for theCU sample by
defining a dummy variable,23
d.[1
if (regarding its financialprospects, the household was) too
uncertain to say
0 otherwise
which was then incorporatedinto the coefficienton price expectations (X*,
say) according to
(10)A* = A+ A1*d.
In line with the reasoning leadingto Expression 6, the sign of Ashould be opposite that of A0*.
For the two micro datasets, the demographic characteristicsin D are all
represented by dummy variables,which is tantamount toassuming that
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l4DESCRIPTION OF THE MICRO DATASETS
A. CAS sample
The Consumer Anticipations Surveyis a relatively recent panelsurvey of
some 3,300 middle-to-high-income householdsthat was conducted by the
U.S. Bureau of the Census in collaborationwith the National Bureau of
Economic Research.The first of the fivewaves o interviews that com-
prise the survey was begun in mid-May1968 and reinterviewswere held
in November 1968, May 1 969, November1969, and October 1970. The
survey is a nonrandom chunk sample andwas conducted in three cities:
Boston, Minneapolis, and San Jose, California.The census tracts within
which the households in thesurvey reside are all middle-to-highrent,
which means that householdsas a group are in theupper halves of the
distributions of income, wealth, andeducation. The sample is thusespe-
cially appropriate for the analysis ofsaving.
My intent at the outset was touse all five waves of interviews. However,
the second, fourth, and fifth interviewswere not so extensive as the first
and third, especially with regard to thereceipt of income, and,as I was
particularly interested in employinga model in which income is disaggre-
gated as to source,Ireluctantly decided to base theanalysis on the first
interview alone.26
The period of reference for the dependentvariables is the calendar year
1967. Stocks of assets refer to the beginningof the period, as measuredat
the end of 1 966.For some categories of assets, householdswere provided
a list of dollar intervals and asked to indicate theinterval within which
their situations fell. In thesecases, geometric means of interval end points
were used for point estimates. With respect to the periodof reference, a
serious problem (unfortunately) involves thedata for price expectations, for
the period of reference for theseis the twelve months beginning in May
(June in some cases) 1 968. This being thecase, it has been necessary to
assume that the price expectations for this period standas a good proxy for
those held a year earlier.
The particular data set that is utilizedcontains 2,876 households, all
consisting of a married couple residing inan urban area (no farm families
are included). Equations have been estimated for the sampleas a whole
and with the 2,876 households groupedinto three asset categories as
follows:
t
























Since data on household net worthare not available for this sample, the
grouping has been basedon a total of assets defined as the sum ofsavings
accounts, government bonds, the marketvalue of housing (including
vacation homes) less mortgage debtoutstanding, and the market valueof
common stock.8
The price expectations of the householdsin the CAS sample are broken
down as follows:
TABLE 1Distribution of Price Expectations,
One-Year Horizon, CAS Sample
Proportion of Households
The "typical" householdexpected, correctlyas it turned out, rates of
inflation approximating 2-4per cent per year. However, a fair proportion
of the households, 14per cent, was unprepared to expressany expecta- tions atall,Italsoisparticularly interesting that the distributionof
expectations is virtually invariantacross asset classes.
B. Consumers UnionSample
Like the CAS sample, theCU sample is nonrandom and isbased on the
extensive survey of some 1 5,000 ofits members by the ConsumersUnion in the late 1950s.2 Theparticular data set analyzed herecontains 4,227
households, all residing inan urban area, with both husband andwife
present. Since members ofConsumers Union tend to be aboveaverage with respect to income,wealth, and education, thehouseholds included in this data set are similarto those in the CAS dataset.
The period of reference forthe dependent variablesin this data set is the
calendar year 1959, All stocks,both real and financial,are measured at the end of 1 958. As with theCAS sample, equations havebeen estimated for
the sample as a wholeand with the householdsgrouped according to three
















To increase less than 2%
To increase 2--4%
10 increase 5-10%
To increase moe than 10%



































to bePrice Expectations and Demand for Financial Assets
Group Net Worth
under $25,000
2 $2 5,000-$7 5,000
3 over $75,000
As with the CAS sample, it is useful to provide for the CU sample as well
a breakdown of price expectations across households. This is done for
five-year expectations in Table 2.
TABLE 2Distribution of Price Expectations,






As with the CAS sample, the "typical" household had expectations that
correctly anticipated the inflation that actually occurred over the period
involved.° Moreover, we again find the distribution of price expectations
to be largely the same across wealth classes.
(51 EMPIRICAL RESULTS I:
e CAS AND CU DATA SETS
Equations have been estimated for the following categories of household
saving and investment:
e
e C4S data set
1.iSA: additions to savings accounts
e 2.ttGB: net purchases of government bonds
-d 3.CS: net purchases of common stock






Class 1 Class 2
Asset
Class 3
To I aU 0.023 0.021 0.025 0.028
To remain the same




To increase 5-10% 0.385
To increase 10-15% 0.130 0.500 0.536 0.525
To increase 1 525% 0.049
To increase 25-40% 0.0 10
0.059 0.058 0.069
To increase more than 40% 0.001 0.00 1 0.001 0.002
Too uncertain to say 0.050 0.039 0.044 0.042Si:SA+tGB
52: iXSA ± CB + LC5
53: LSA + GB ± CS + IP
CU data set
ADD: additions to demand deposits
SA: additions to savings accounts
zXFA: net purchases of financial assets
NW: change in net worth.
Because of the large number of predictors in the equations, the majority
of which are dummy variables representing demographic characteristics,
the equations are tabulated in full in Appendix A and only the coefficients
for the price expectations variables are presented here in the text.
Let me begin with the predictors other than price expectations. How-
ever, to comment in detail on the importance of these other variables
would inject a detracting digression, and Ishall simply list their main
features:31
The strongest variables statisticallyare almost invariably existing
holdings of assets, savings accounts, and government bonds in the
CAS equations32 and various categories of financial assets in the CU
equations. The effect of existing assets on household investment,
especially financial investment, is for the most part stronglynega-
tive, thus indicating the presence of substantial stock adjustment,
which, of course, is hardly surprising.
Income also is usually a strong predictor, especially in the CAS
equations wherein family income is disaggregatedas to type and
wage and salary income is further disaggregated according to recip-
ient. Realized capital gains showup fairly strongly in the equations
for both data sets, as do unrealized capital gainson real estate in the
CAS equations. In particular, the latterappear to substitute quite
strongly for other forms of saving.
Of the demographic factors analyzed, familysize shows up strongly
in the CAS equations and age of head of householdin the CU
equations. Education is of some importance in theCU equations,
but its contribution is relatively minor in theCAS equations. Finally,
for neither data set is occupation ofmuch consequence.
The coefficients for the priceexpectations variables for the CAS equa-
tions are tabulated in tables 3 and4. The coefficients in TabLe 3 are from
the equations estimated from theentire sample of 2,876 households,
whereas the coefficients in Table4 are from the equations estirrited for
each of three asset classes, theasset classes being those defined iiear the













270 Lester D. TaylorTABLE 3Coefficients for Price ExpectationsVariables,
CAS Data Set*
Definitions of variables:
5,4: holdings of savingsaccounts
GB: holdings of government bonds
C5:net purchases of common stock
IP: investment in real property
Si: XSA+XGB
5A + XGB + LCS
SA + XCB + CS + IP
prices expected to change2%
prices expected to change 2-4%
prices expected to change5-9%
prices expected to change10%
too uncertain to say
Numbers in the tabrepresent deviations horn the coefficientfor PU.
Since price expectationsare represented in the equationsas dummy
variables, the coefficients ofthese variables,as noted in Footnote 21, can
only be estimated interms of deviations fromone another. The equations
have been estimated withPE5, too uncertain toguess, as the excluded
category, but the coefficients in tables3 and 4 are expressedas deviations
from the coefficient of PE2.3This makes the results easierto interpret since
the expectations of thehouseholds in this category (inflationof 2-4 per cent) were in fact realized.
The results in Table 3present a mixed picture. On theone hand:
The coefficients for PE1,PE3, and PE4 in the equation forCS
-being negative, positive, andpositive, respectively, and increasing
in magnitude-imply that higherexpected inflation leads to in-
creased investment incommon stock, which is in keeping with the
traditional notion thatcommon stockisa good hedge against
inflation.
The coefficients for PE5, beingpositive in the equations forSA, GB,
IP, Si, andS3,are consistent with the Katona-juster view that lackof
confidence in the future leadshouseholds to increase saving.34
Dependent
\'ariable PEI PE3 PL4 PE5
5A 348.63 98.66 336.62 36.42
GB 14.42 13.89 43.83 13.76
CS
IP
-494.13 75.07 234.66 -107.97
-311.14 -300.83 -181.52 261.32 51 366.26 69.71 262.70 12.92 52
53
-133.19 133.95 490.66 -102.07
413.68 -144.48 355.31 259.96S
TABLE 4Coefficients for Price Expectations Variables,
CAS Data Set* (households grouped by asset class)
Dependent Asset
Variable Class PE1 PE3 P4 PES
-77.00 28.73 -38.73 51.46
I.SA 2 550.06 264.69 320.65 -321.82
3 1754.31 327.38 1 505.62 1113.65
1 5.36 3.49 40.10 5.86
CB 2 -25.57 -31.90 -48.42 -40.77
3 136.86 88.64 -63.65 437.50
1 -105.41 -35.84 -24.81 -37.38
XCS 2 -631.67 142.00 1008.05 -283.69
3 4205.31 1221.02 -1896.17-3089.25
1 -19.41 -363.96 271.92 -95.08
IP 2 103.93 81.14 -140.50 -166.99
3 -6917.61 -2095.08-3434.69 2581.90
1 186.35 32.23 -70.63 57.34
51 2 524.36 232.77 272.33 -362.58
3 1890.11 415.92 1660.27 1551.09
1 -177.08 -3.61 -95.43 20.96
S2 2 -107.31 375.01 1280.39 -646.27
3 -2314.21 1637.00 -454.27-1538.16
1 -196.48 -367.57 176.49 -75.11
S3 2 -3.37 356.15 1139.89 -813.26
3 9231.82 -458.15-3888.95 1043.74
Numbers in the table represent deviations from the coefficient for PE2. Variables are as defined in Table1.
On the other hand, it seems implausible that the coefficients for PE1, PE3,
and PE4, all taken as derivations from PE2, ever will have thesame sign,
since this implies a marked and unusual nonlinearity in the effect of price
expectations. However, this is the case in the equations for SA, GB, IP, Si,
and 53.
The central message of the resultsin Table 4,in which the CAS
households are grouped according to wealth, is that the effects of price
expectations are not uniform with respect to wealth. For there are substan-
tial differences, not only in magnitude, but also in sign, in the coefficients
for each component of investment across the three wealth classes.
Moreover, even within wealth classes, grouping does not clarify the results
very much, if at all. There remain many instances in which PE1, PE3, and
PE4 all have the same sign, and the sign of PES now varies with the level of
wealth. Indeed, the view that uncertainty of the future and savingare
positively related receives unequivocal support only in the equations for
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As mentioned in Footnote 21, thesignificance of the priceexpectations dummy variables (takenas a group) can he tested throughan analysis of
covariance. Equations are estimated withthe dummy variablesexcluded and with them included. An Ftest is then performedon the resulting
reduction in the unexplainedsum of squares. The results fromthis test for the seven CAS equations, withhouseholds grouped accordingto wealth,
are presented in Table 5. The numbers in thistable are the F ratios for
testing the hypothesis that thecoefficients of the priceexpectations dummy
variables listed in Table 4are significantly different fromzero as a group.
The only equations with F ratiossignificant at the 0.05 levelare forCS and 52 for households havingassets between $25,000 and$75,000. Price
expectations are totally devoid ofconsequence for households having
assets under $25,000 (not one equation forthese households hasan F ratio exceeding 1) and are only mildlyimportant for households withassets in
excess of $75,000 (the F ratio for IP for thesehouseholds is significantat the 0.10 level). For reasons thatI will go into in the concludingsection, I
find none of these results especiallyimplausible. Indeed, the significantF
ratio in the equation for XCS strikesme as quite an encouraging result.36
Let us now turn to the CU dataset. The results for this sampleare tabulated in the same wayas (or the CAS sample in that thecoefficients for
only the price expectations variablesare given here in the text and results
are presented for households grouped accordingto net worth as well as for
the entire sample. The relevanttables are tables 6 and 7 and tablesA-3 and
A-4. Tables 6 and 7 follow tables3 and 4, whereas tables A-3 andA-4
contain the estimated equationsin full and thus parallel tablesA-i and
A-2.
As already mentioned, the most importantconceptual difference (with
regard to the price expectations data) betweenthe CU and CAS samples is
that, whereas price expectations in theCAS sample refer to a single period
of twelve months, the data in thissample refer to multiple periods of five,
TABLE 5 F Ratios Associatedwith Test of Hypothesis that Price
Expectations Are a Significant Predictorin CAS Equations
Asset Equation
Class 5A LGB C5 IP SI S2 53
Under $25,000 0.25 0.95 0.38 0.65 0.09 0.280.48
$250004750001.50 0.68 2.73* 0.10 1.42 2.91*1.78
Over $75,000 0.66 0.72 1.24 2.00 0.73 0.56 1 40
NOTES:1.Equation headings are as defined iii Table 3.
2./tn asterisk denotes significanceat 0.05.
3.L)egrees of freedom assodated with thetests are (4,
respectively.
1,479), (4,1,013), and (4,1501,S



















FA: holdings of financial assets
NW: net worth
P1 1: consumer prices over next 5 years expected to fall
P12: consumer prices over next 5 years expected to remain the same
PIT)- conSumer prices over next 5 years expected to increase slightly
consumer prices over next 5 years expected to increase 5 to 105
consumer prices over next 5 years expected to increase 10 to 155-
consumer prices over next 5 years. expected to increase 15 to 25%
Consumer prices over next 5 years expected to increase 25 to 40%
consumer prices over next 5 years expected to increase more than 40%
too uncertain to sac
I'Etl: consurrier prices over next 10 yeats expected to increase 0 to 25%
PEE 2: consumer prices over next 10 years expected to increase 25 to 40%
consumer prices over next 10 yeats expected to increase 40 to 100%
consumer prices over next 10 years expected to increase more than 100%
PUS: too uncertain to say
PURl:consumer prices over nest 20 years expected to increase 0 to 40%
PEIR2:consumer prices over next 20 years expected to increase 40 to 100%
PELR3:consumer prices over next 20 years expected to increase more than 100%
PEER4:too uncertainto say
Numbers in the table represent deviations from the coefficients of P14, PFt2, and PELR2,respectively.
ten, and twenty years. Howevet, equations utilizing the data for all three
periods simultaneously have been estimated only for theentire sample;
only data for the five-year periodare used in the equations with the
households grouped according to wealth.Like the CAS equations, the CU
equations have been estimated withtoo uncertain to guess" as the
excluded price expectations category, but the coefficientsri tables 6 and 7
are expressed as deviations from the coefficient of the category that
contains the modal expectations. Thus, in Table 6, the numberslisted
represent deviations from the coefficients of P14, PEL2, and PELR2 for the
FA NW
193.73 455.78 455.78 3494.81
-101.13 -342.21 -757.76 -238.92
7.66 41.47 -504.96 -679.24
15.61 -142.34 207.10 -392.73
-32.78 1110.15 2221.61 1294.76
--199.08 -4.90 34.78 71.41
-76.08 3445.91 1110.04 374.19
-7.17 137.59 -472.24 715.74
136.42 263.61 --919.80 136.72
140.41 -651.80 -2146.58 --255.09
380.77 --3132.75 -3450.73 -454.64
175.15 244.25 -1104.78 -317.19
-54.04 --112.85 655.69 1459.43
116.24 738.43 -218.87 2618.02




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































live-, ten-, and twenty-year periods, respectively, whereas in [able 7 the
represent deviations from PE1 Iand PfF 11
Once again, the results present a very mixed picture.I nch'ed. the results
in Table 6 for the sample as a whole present very little that is pusitis e. For
the five-year expectations, the signs and magnitudes 01 the coetticients ior
PE 1PE9 imply price expectation effects that areuI1iciently nonlinear to
defy any plausible interpretation. The situation is somewhat better for the
ten-year expectations (ci. the coefficients for PEt 1, PEL3. PLL4, and PEL5 in
the equation for NW, which decrease in magnitude with signs, ±,
and ), and best for the twenty-year expectations, where PFLR 1 and PELR3
have opposite signs in ail equations except the one for additions to net
worth. The signs of the coefficients for PE 1are positive forallfour
equations, iniplying that households expecting prices to fall save more than
those households expecting inflation of 12 per cent per year. This is
consistent with the traditional view discussed in Section 2. Finally, with
regard to the category "too uncertain to guess" (PE9, PEL5, and PELR4 for
the five-, ten-, and twenty-year periods, respectively), the coefficientsarc of
both signs, and there is no particular pattern one way or another.
The poor results for the sample as a whole may reflectin part a
breakdown of expectations into too many suhintervals, so in the equations
with households grouped according to wealth, the number of priceexpec-
tations categories (five-yeai period) has been reduced to four. However,as
Table 7 shows, neither this procedure, the elimination of theten- and
twenty-year expectations, nor grouping households according to net worth
leads to any marked clarification in the results. Froma comparison of
coefficients across wealth classes in Table 7 (see also TableA-4), itis clear
that we once again have strong prima facie evidence ofnonhoniogeneity
of structure with respect to wealth. Antias with the CAS sample, the
substantial variation in standard errors of the estimate,at the bottom of
Table A-4, suggests that nonhomogeneity also extendsto error variances.
The variables PEF1, PEF1O, PEFJ2, and PEF13in Table 7 are interaction
dummy variables definedas the product of the dummy variables for price
expectations, with a dummy variable denotingwhether a household was
too uncertain to guess about its financialprospects over the next several
years.38 As discussed in Section 4, thisrepresents an attempt to make the
coefficients for the priceexpectations variables a function of the uncer-
tainty with which theexpectations are held. To be consistent with the
hypothesis that motivates this procedure,the coefficients of PH and PEEl
(1 = 1, 10, 12) must haveopposite signs. Of the forty-eight pairs of PH arid
PEF1 in the table, twenty-sevenmeet this requirement, but twenty-one do
not; the hypothesis thus receivesonly mild support.
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161 EMPIRICAE RESULTS II: EVIDENCE FROM
THE QUARTERLY FLOW-OF-FUNDS
In this section, we turn our attention to an analysis of aggregate time series
data from the quarterly Flow of Funds accounts that are published by the
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.4° Although our primary
interest here will still be on the effect of price expectations on saving and
its composition, the reduced size of the time series equations makes it
feasible to include the predictors other than price expectations in the
discussion.
A. The Model, Data, and Methods of Estimation
The model underlying the time series analysis is as follows
(11) = (+ ('1SH1 + c2SD,+ Ct4SB, + (4SB,I +(DD,_1
+ a6SA+ r7CC,_, ± a8LP, + cTP, + ci111SI, +a11T, + a,.Pf,
+ a,.,PA,,-f-c'.4R, ± a,IC, ± U,
where:
y = a measure of saving to be defined below
SH = depreciated stockofresidentialhousinglessthemortgage
debt on the stock
SD = depreciated stock of durable goods
SB = market valueofstocks and bonds owned by households
(hereafter referred to as corporate wealth)
DD = demand deposits and currency owned by households
SA = savings and time deposits owned by households
CC = consumer debt owed by households
LP = labor and property income
TP = transfer payments made to individuals
SI = personal contributions to social insurance
I = personal tax and nontax payments
PE = a measure of price expectations
PA = percentageincreaseintheimplicitdeflatorforpersonal
consumption expenditure during the preceding four quarters
R = market rate of interest
LC = a vector of points on the age distribution of thepopulation
u = random error term
Detailed definitions of allvariables and their sources are given in
Appendix B. Like the models used with the micro data sets, themodel inEquation 11is based on the model discussed in Section 3. The quantities
comprising net worth (NH, Sf), SB, DO, SA, and CC) represent objective
state variables, PE represents a subjective state variable,' and the income
variables LP, TP, SI, and T, PA, and R represent objective market quantities.
Finally, [C represents a vector of demographic characteristics, which in
this case is confined to points on the age distribution of the population.
The price expectations variable employed is basedon data collected
quarterly by the Survey Research Center at the university of Michiganand
is defined as the difference between the proportion of surveyed households
expecting prices in the year ahead to increase minus theproportion
expecting prices to decrease divided by thesum of these two proportions.
Thus defined, PE is a quantity that necessarily lies between and 1,
being positive when more households expect pricesto rise than to fall and
negative when the reverse is true.42
Personal disposable income, it will he noticed, is disaggregatedto four
componentsthe sum of labor and property income, transferpayments,
personal contributions to social insurance, and personaltaxes. This disag-
gregation, which is motivated by the findings in Taylor (1971),is based on
the breakdown appearing in Table 2.1 of the NationalIncome Accounts,
but with two modifications. The first isminor and involves the addition to
labor and property income ofgovernment insurance payments and capital
gains distributions simply to bring theNIA data into line with FOF
definitions. The second modification ismore substantive and involves
eliminating from disposable incomecomponents based on imputation.
Details are given in Appendix B. Since householdsmay regard changes in
the market value of their holdings of stocksand bonds as income, even
though only a part of the gains (or losses)may be realized, the current
change in SB, as well as its beginning-of-periodlevel, is also included as a
predictor. Finally, dependingon the variable being explained, two different
series have been used for the interest ratenamely,the yield on Baa bonds
and the yield on savings accounts.
The analysis is quarterly andcovers a sample period beginning with the
first quarter of 1954 and ending with thefourth quarter of 1970. The data
on savings and income are all taken from either the Flow ofFunds or else
from the National Income Accounts. Allflows are seasonally adjusted and
are expressed at annual rates in billions ofcurrent dollars. The asset
variables are also based on data from theFlow of Funds and are measured
at the end of the preceding period in billionsof current dollars. These, too,
are seasonally adjusted where appropriate. Estimationhas been by ordi-
nary least squares, except for four equations thathave been estimated
using the Cochrane-Qrcutransformation as a correction forapparent
autocorrelation in the error term. Finally,there are several equations that
involve a distributed lag, and thesehave been estimated on the assumption
S
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that the parameters of thedistributed lag lieon a third-degree polynomial,
using the LaGrangiari methodof nterpoIatjri developedby Almon (1965).
B. Summary and Evaluationof
Time Series Results
Equations have been estimatedfor fourteen differentitems appearing in the
household sector of thequarterly Flow of Funds andare tabulated in Table 8. The variables involvinga distributed lag are denoted byan asterisk, and the coefficient given in Table8 in these casesrepresents the suni of the lag coefficients. The lag coefficientsthemselves are presentedin Table 9.
Finally, the coefficients for justthe price expectationsand inflation vari-
ables are tabulated in Table10.
Brief definitions of thedependent variablesare as follows:
PS = personal saving
NSnet saving
CS = gross saving
C! = gross investment
CE = capital expenditures
NFl = net financial investment
CD = expenditures for durablegoods
HN = investment in housing
NAF = net acquisition offinancial assets
NIL = net increase in liabilities
DV = holdings of demand depositsand currency
SA = holdings of savings andtime deposits
CC = change in consumer debt
ID = change in installmentdebt.
For the independentvariables not already defined:
Ri = yield on Baa bonds
R2 = yield on savingsaccounts
Al = percentage of populationof age 20 to 30
AM = percentage of populationof age 20 to 25
A2 = percentage of populationof age 30 to 40
AA2percentage of population ofage 25 to 40
A3 = percentage of populationof age 40 to 50
A4 = percentage of populationof age 50 to 65.
The first three equationsin Table .3 refer to concepts of savingof varying
comprehensis#eness whereas the last elevenrefer to household investment
and its most importantcomponents. The first equation (PS) refers to



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































)TABLE 10Coefficients On Expected andActual Price
Changes, Time SeriesEquations (t ratios in
parentheses)
Dependent Dependent
Variable PE PA Variable PE PA
PS 6.38 HN 1.35








composed of net purchases ofOwner-occupied dwellings and buildings of
nonprofit organizations, lessdepreciation, plus net investmentin financial
assets. For present purposes, however,the NIA definition of personal
saving has been augmented withtwo quantities Ironi the Flow of Funds
namely, credits fromgovernment insurance and capital gains dividends.
The second equation is fornet saving (NS), which consists ofpersonal
saving (as lust defined) plus expendituresfor durable goods net of deprecia-
tion. This definition of savingis interesting because it correspondsclosely
(at least in principle) with the definition ofsaving implicit in the permanent
income and life-cycle models.Gross saving (CS) is the most comprehen-
sive concept analyzed and consistsof net saving plus depreciationon
residential housing, durable goods,and the capital stock of nonprofit
organizations. Study of this quantity isimportant because, in relation to
personal and net saving, it bestrepresents the full impact of the household
sector's saving and investment decisionson the economy.
On the investment side of the householdledger, the most comprehen-
sive concept analyzed isgross investment (Cl), which consists of capital
expenditures (CE) and net financial investment(NH). In principle, gross
investment and gross saving should always beequal, but, like National
Income and Net National Product in theNational Income Accounts, they
are separated by a statistical discrepancy that frequentlyreaches $5 billion
or more. Further disaggregation breaks down capital expendituresinto
expenditures for durable goods (CD) andgross investment in housing (I-IN),
whereas net financial investment is broken downinto net acquisition offinancial assets (NAF) and net increase in liabilities (NIL). Finally, equations
have also been estimated for demand deposits andcurrency held by
households (DD), savings and time deposits (.SA), the net increase in
consumer credit (CC), and the net increase in installment debt (X!D).
Price ExpectationsThe results (see Table 10) for the equations for per-
sonal, net, and gross saving and gross investment, in all of which thet ratio
for the price expectations variable, PE, is at least 2.9, leave little question
but that expectations of inflation lead householdsto increase the total
amount that they save. This corroborates the recent findings of Juster and
Wachtel (1972a) and the earlier oneso Mueller (1959) and is consistent
with the Katona-Juster thesis that inflation increases the uncertainty with
which households view the future and causes them to increase their overall
rate of saving.
The equations for capital expenditures and the net acquisition of
financial assets indicate that the expectation of inflation affects thepur-
chase of both real and financial assets. The former is likelya reflection of
the substitution of present for more expensive future goods,or possibly an
anticipation of future capital gains, whereas the latter (i.e., the acquisition
of financial assets) is more likely a reflection of the Katona-juster effect.
Finally, it is especially interesting from the equations for the net increase in
liabilities and the net increase in consumer credit that householdsare
willing to finance (in part) their increased investment in real and financial
assets through borrowing. The cause of this could be a nominal rate of
interest that had not yet adjusted to the "expected" rate of inflation.44
Inflation in the Recent PastAlthough it does not do so with the frequency
and gusto of expected inflation, inflation in the recent past, as represented
by a four-quarter moving average of the percentage change in the PCE
deflator, appears in several equations. My idea for including this variable
in the model was that it would allow for a real-balance effect on money-
denominated financial assets. inflation reduces the real value of such assets
and, to the extent that inflation was not anticipated, the hypothesis is that
households will increase current saving in order to make up the loss. PA
appears with a positive sign in the equations for NS. CS, Cl, NFl, and NAF
and with a negative sign in the equation for NILall of which is in keeping
with the hypothesized real-balance effect. Still, the hypothesis would have
received more impressive support had PA also appeared (with positive
sign) in the equation for savings accounts.
Effect of WealthItis a well-established implication of the Modigliani-
Brumberg life-cycle model that saving will be negatively related to the
level of wealth. Existing studies, however, have tended to concentrate on
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wealth as a whole and havenot paid much attention to thepossibility that the effect of wealthon saving is different dependingon the type of wealth
involved. The results presentedin Table 8 suggest thatdi11eriiitjal effects are definitely present, not onlyon total saving, but on its dispositionas well. Indeed, the onlyitem analyzed for whichwealth in some formis absent altogether issavings accounts.4
Of the components ofwealth that have beenconsidered, the ones that
appear most frequently arecorporate wealth, often asa distributed lag on capital gains, and theexisting level of consumer debt,the latter, ofcourse, being a liability ratherthan an asset. The stock ofdurable goodsappears in the three equations forsaving (PS, NS, and CS), butrather surprisingly,not in the equations forgross investment, capital expenditures,or expenditures for durable goods.The housing stock showsup in the equations forgross saving (although with whatwould appear to he thewrong sign) and gross investment, but not,as would be expected, in theequations for capital expenditures and residentialconstructionSurprisingly,infact,in the equation for capitalexpenditures, no realcomponents of wealth appearas predictors at all.
With regard tocorporate wealth, the results clearlysupport the thesis that the stock market,through generatingcapital gains and losses,has an influence on saving andconsumption However, because ofthe fact that realized capital gainsare not included in disposableincome, care must be taken in interpretingthe quantitativestrength of this influence.We can estimate the effect ofcapital gains onconsumption, but Paradoxicallywe cannot measure the effect ofcapital gains on saving,properly measured. From the equation forgross saving, a dollar of capitalgain leads to abouta $.02 increase inconsumption, the latter beingdefined as thesum of expenditures on nondurablesand services. That thisis so follows from the fact that CS,consumption and disposableincome are connected byan identity. Howeversince realized capitalgains do not appear indisposable income, the true effecton saving will not be givenby the decrease inCS, but will in fact bean increase in consumptionTo illustrate, if thereis a capita! gain of $1 of which$.50 is realized, then,again from the equation for gross saving,consumption will increase by$.02 and true saving by $.48, althoughgross saving in the Flow ofFunds would indicatea decrease of $02. Twoconclusions thusemerge:
The impact ofcapital gainsappears to fall muchmore on saving than onconsumption; and
Because of the fact thatrealized capital gainsare not included in
disposable income, themeasures of saving basedon NIA definitions will Considerablyunderstate changes insaving, properly defined, in periods of markedrealization of capitalgains or losses.46
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The rather small effecton consumption that hasjust been pointed out is
counter to the substantial wealth effectsthat Modigliani and hisassociates are currently finding in thconsumption scctor of the MIT-Pe,in-SSRC
(MPS) modeL However, thefollowing should be kept inmind in assessing this apparent contradiction
Although the two models havemany elements in common, they also
have points of divergence.Wealth is treated asan aggregate in the
MPS model, but isdisaggregated here; disposable incomeis dis-
aggregated here; the MPS modelcontains no terms enibodying
expectations; and, interestingly enough,the present model, through
the inclusion of pointson the age structure of the population,
contains life-cycle features that theMPS model does not.
There is also a difference, whichmay possibly be of consequence,
in the corporate wealthseries used in the two models. Theproce-
dure here has been to take FOFyear-end levels and interpolate them
to quarterly levels using the Standardand Poor Index of Stock Prices.
The MPS model, on the otherhand, uses a corporate wealthseries
constructed by capitalizing net dividendsfrom the National Income
Accounts by the Standard andPoor Index of Dividend Yields.
Although there arenumerous instances of absence ofcomponents of
wealth from the equations in Table8, cases of perverse signon those
included are rather few. The housingstock has a positive coefficient in the
equation for gross saving, but in view of thefact that this sign is reversed in
the equation for gross investment, thismay reflect mainly on the quality of
the underlying data for saving. Thestock of durable goods hasa positive
sign in the equation explaining thenet increase in liabilities, whichseems
somewhat strange, but the most puzzlingsignis the one on CC. Fre-
quently, the level of consumer debtappears with a distributed lag, which is
reasonable since much ofconsumer debtissubject to well-defined
schedules of repayment, and coefficientson CC beginning two quarters in
the past almost invariably have the expectedsign (see Table 9)49 But this is
usually not the case for the signon CC1_1. While a negative sign in I- 1
cart be rationalized somewhat in those equations in whichexpenditures for
durable goods form part of the dependentvariable, the positive sign in
- 1in the equations involving liabilitiesas the dependent variable seems
a genuine anomaly.5°
Saving ou of Different Types ofIncomeThe results presented in Table 8
corroborate in every major detail thefindings reported in my BPEApaper
with respect to the disaggregation ofpersonal income.' In particular, they
continue to show a very high short-runmarginal propensity to save out of






























contributions to social insurance andersonataxes. Although theresiils obtained here offer no insight into wh,'the short-runnlargjnI propensit, to save out of transfer income is higherthan out of laborandproperty income,they do throw some lighton where householdschannel thi highersaving. The equations for NAF andSA indicate thatitisinto financial assets andinto savings accountsin particuIjr
Finally, it is worthy to mention that theresults do offersome insight into the coefficient on personaltaxes being larger (in absolutevalue) than the one on labor and property income.For, as indicated inFootnote 46, it would appear to be accountedfor, at least inpart, by the inclusionin personal taxes of the taxes paidon capital gains.
Age Structure of the PopulationThe discussion of theresults withrespect to the age distribution of the populationwill be facilitated bythe summary of the impact ofage on saving and portfoliocomposition that is setout in Table1 J.This table provides thesigns of the severalage-distribution variables in each of theequations. A blank indicatesthat the variablein question is absent.
The significant featuresare as follows:
1.Households whose headsare very youngage 20 to3O--save more than average. This wouldappear to corroborate the pointmade by
TABlE 11Signs of Age StructureVariables InTimeSeries
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Tobin and Dolde (1971) thatyoung households are forced to save
more than would be expected by strictlife-cycle considerations
because of imperfeuions in thecapital market.
Households in the age group 30-40are indicated to save less than
average. Interestingly, the 'dissaving"appears especially to surface
in the holding of financial assets, particularlysavings accounts. That
the saving of this age group tendsto be less than average conforms
with general observation, but itis not in keeping with the life-cycle
model in which onlyage is taken into account.s3
Considerably greater thanaverage saving is exhibited by the 40-50
age group. This, too, accords with casual observation,and also with
the fact that peak earningpotential is usually reached in the forties.
The 50-65 age group, on the otherhand, is indicated to be relative
dissavers. Although this is in keepingwith the life-cycle model,I
nevertheless find it somewhatunexpected, since casual observation
suggests that the ten to fifteenyears before age 65 are years of
conscious saving for retirement.
Finally, the equations for whichage appears to be of no conse-
quence at all are net investment in financial assets and the holdings
of demand deposits. However, neither ofthese results seems particu-
larly surprising.
171 CONCWSIONS AND GENERAL DISCUSSION
The findings with respect to price expectationscluster at two extremes. The
time series results unambiguously point toprice expectations having an
impact on the amount that householdssave and on the way that they
structure their portfolios. In particular, the time series resultsshow that
expectations of inflation lead households tosave more. The results from
the two micro data sets, in contrast,are weak and mixed. The CAS results
provide mild support for theKatona-Juster hypothesis and, in addition,
suggest that price expectations are of most consequence to householdsof
moderate wealth. On the other hand, nothing conclusiveat all emerges
from the CU sample.
The relationship between the saving and portfoliodecisions of a house-
hold and its expectations regarding inflation obviouslyinvolves a set of
issues that is too complex to come fully to grips with ina study as limited
as this one. Many of these issues have been ignored altogethersuchas
whether higher (or lower) prices anticipated bya household are expected
to be permanent or only temporarywhereas others, suchas allowing for
the confidence with whicha household holds its expectations, have beenI
0
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taken into account only crudely and indirectly. Yet, the present undertak-
ing has, in my opinion, led to positive results.First, and forn1ostit
provides fairly convincing evidence that individual price experIaI,oric are a
factor to be taken seriously and that efforts to collect them on a regular
basis should be actively encouraged.
Second, and of rio less importance, the finding in Table 5 that price
expectations are more important to households of moderate wealth as
opposed to poor or very wealthy households seems to me to make sense.
For the most part, households with little wealth lack the scope to be much
affected by expectations of inflation. Imperfect capital markets preclude
their undertaking many transactions, and high transactions costs limit their
interest in undertaking others. Consequently, these households are more
likely to react to inflation that has already occurred rather than to inflation
that they may expect. Wealthy households, on the other hand, can either
afford to ignore price expectations altogether or, what is possiblymore
likely, can place their portfolio decisions in the hands of professionals
whose expectations, rather than their own, are the ones that are relevant
Finally, for households with moderate wealth, their portfolio is sufficiently
large to provide a return to its active management, hut not large enough to
be placed in the hands of professionals.
Finally, it has become increasingly clear through the course of the study
that the price expectations data that have been analyzed are markedly
deficient. Indeed, my general feeling is that this deficiency more than
anything else is the primary reason for the essentially negative results
yielded by the two micro data sets.I do not mean this as a criticism of the
surveys from which the data were obtained.for they were designed for
purposes other than the analysis of price expectationsbut only in terms of
lessons for the future. In particular:
Analysis of the price expectations data in both the CAS and CU
samples indicates that the distribution of price expectations data
varies markedly depending on which member of the householdwas
queried.Clearly, the expectations that are relevant are those of the
one (or ones) responsible for the decisions. Future efforts to collect
price expectations data must accordingly niake certain that the
expectations obtained are those of the actual decision maker(s).
Efforts should also locus on obtaining estimates of the confidence
with which price expectationsare held. Indeed, obtaining this
information in a usable form must be accordedvery high priority.
Finally, future endeavors should also elicit informationon whether
near-term price changes are expected to be permanent or only
temporary.APPENDIX A
Estimated Equations for CAS andCU Data Sets
Glossary for Tables A-i and A-2(Consumer Anticipations Survey dataset)
S/\:holdings of savings accounts
GB:holdings of government bonds
4XCS:net purchases of common stock
IP:investment in property
Si:SA + CB (investment in fixedclaims)
S2:SA + CB -FCS (Investment in financialassets)
53:SA + CB + IXCS + (P (changein total assets)
CS:market value of common stock holdings
OVH:original purchase price of home
HMD:mortgage debt on home
NCO: number of cars owned
5 1if first car needs repair
l 0 otherwise
SC2:j Iif second car needsrepair
1. 0 otherwise
Iiffamily owns stove,refrigerator, washing machine,nd black
and white TV
o otherwise
1if family owns clothes dryeror dishwasher or room air con-
ditioner
o otherwise
HD3-5 1if family owns color TVor hiIi or niusical instrument
l 0 otherwise
WS 1:wage and salary income of first income receiver
wage and salary income of second incomereceiver
wage and salary income of third incomereceiver







CGH:unrealized capital gains on home
CGVH:unrealized capital gains on vacation home
LIç 1if household holds a life insurance policywith surrender value
1. 0 otherwise
DY:change in family income expected in 1968
(ND:installment debt payments during 1967
Alf 1if household head's age isless than 30
"L0 otherwise
A2'j 1if household head's age is between 30 and 39
1. 0 otherwise
293jIif household heads age is between 40 and 54
10 otherwise
{1
if household head's age is between 55 and 64
0 otherwise
j 1if heads education is 8 years or less
10 otherwise
{1
if head's education is1 -3 years of oigh school
0 otherwise
f Iif head's education is 4 years of high shool
1 0 otherwise
{1
if head's education is 1-3 years of college
0 otherwice





if 2 children in household
0 otherwise
1if 3 children in household
t 0 otherwise
f 1if 4 children in household
t 0 otherwise
f Iif 5 children in household
t 0 otlier'ise





1if 2 children in college
1. 0 otherwise
f 1ii 3 or more children in college
1. 0 otherwse
1if family desires more children
1. 0 otherwise
1if 0-2% inflation expected duringnext1 2 months
1 0 otherwise
1 1if 2-4% inflation expected
1 0 otherwise
f 1if 5-9c. inflation expected
I. 0 otherwise



































f 1if technician or in a profession
t 0 otheiwise
f 1if head worked full time during 1967
t 0 otherwise
f
Iit head desires second lob
(0 otherwise
pension payments in 1967TABLE A-iFirst Part: Estimates for All Wealth Classes Combined, Based
on CAS Data Set (t ratios in parentheses; for explanation
of symbols, see preceding Glossary)
Independent Dexmdent Variable
Variable SA GB CS
Constant 404.81 72.62 -282.69 -242326
SA(t - 1) .962
(127.53)
GB(t - 1) 1.015
(324.82)
CS(t - 1) -0.0151 -0.00073 -0.0541 0.00569
(-3.39) (-1.21) (-8.76) (0.74)
OVH 0.00208 -.001 24 0.0314 -0.0171
(0.29) (-1.27) (3.08) (-1.37)
HMI) -0.00919 .00144 -0.0240 -000293
(-1.27) (1.46) (-2.35) (-0.23)
NCO 58.67 5.63 -13.68 -48.80
(0.69) (--0.48) (-0.11) (-0.33)
SC1 -282.41 0.627 -258.66 -1257
(-1.29) (0.02) (--0.83) (-003)
SC2 74.50 67.61 477.06 68.44
(0.37) (2.50) (1.69) (0.19)
HD1 93.28 7.13 -294.45 473.07
(0.67) (0.38) (-1.50) (1.97)
HD2 -51.65 --1 3.99 86.21 133.32
(-0.24) (-0.48) (0.28) (0.36)
HD3 -184.37 27.02 -51.08 39.53
(-1.17) (1.28) (-0.23) (0.14)
WSI 0.0466 0.00201 0.133 0.117
(5.05) (1.64) (10.31) (7.42)
W52 0.00650 0.00050 -0.240 0.114
(0.22) (0.12) (-5.76) (2.23)
WS3 -0.135 0.0141 0.135 0.0086
(-1.75) (0.90) (1.25) (0.07)
ID -0.0421 -0.00596 0.386 0.00104
(-1.33) (-1.39) (8.78) (0.02)
RI 0.0925 -0.00398 -0.00477 0.308
(2.30) (-0.73) (-0.12) (4.45)
Cl 0.139 0.0235 0.397 0.0987
(5.31) (6.66) (10.80) (2.20)
8! 0.0490 0.00088 0.0842 0.118
(4.81) (6.64) (5.87) (6.69)
SS 0.182 0.0239 -0.355 -0.157
(0.81) (0.79) (-1.14) (-0.41)
P1 0.0802 -0.00365 0.0595 0.130
(1.04) (-0.35) (0.55) (0.99)
01 0.135 0.00367 0.114 -0.0565
(2.90) (0.58) (1.74) (-0.71)TABLE A-iFirst Part (continued)
Independent Dependent Variable
Variable SA GB CS JR
(C 0.0779 0.0134 -0.103 0.277
(3.55) (4.54) (-3.35) (7.38)
CGH -0.00594 -0.00129 0.00523 0.0293
(-0.86) (-1.38) (0.54) (2.48)
CGVH -0.00271 -0.00397 0.0333 0.0273
(-0.12) (-1.35) (1.09) (0.73)
LI -181.58 26.95 -51.98 316.75
(-1.21) (1.33) (-0.24) (1.23)
DY -0.00052 0.00522 0.105 0.0214
(-0.04) (3.14) (6.08) (1.01)
IN)) 0.165 -0.0154 -0.0118 -0.527
(1.39) (-0.95) (--0.07) (-2.57)
Al -503.99 -36.44 -564.80 1535.12
(-0.87) (--0.47) (-0.70) (1 .54)
A2 -261.76 -3415 -805.60 963.14
(-0.50) (-0.48) (-1.09) (1.06)
A3 -402.48 -25.65 -1078.05 743.66
(-0.78) (-0.37) (-1.49) (0.84)
A4 223.93 19.67 -942.52 1345.43
(0.42) (0.27) (-1.27) (1.40)
EH1 9819 -70.12 476.97 883.81
(0.22) (-1.17) 0.76) (1.16)
EH2 299.03 -13.06 640.76 650.75
(0.90) (-0.29) (1.37) (1.14)
EH3 200.68 0.730 742,07 114.04
(1.07) (0.03) (2.81) (0.35)
LH4 -1.04 16.21 284,16 218.26
(-0.01) (0.67) (1.14) (0.72)
£H5 -83.34 -15.30 622.51) -94.36
(-0.52) (-0.71) (2.79) (-0.35)
Cl -1527.40 53.08 -1282.33 656.45
(-3.67) (0.94) (-2.19) (0.91)
C2 -1498.52 24.33 -1494.93 1080.72
(-3.42) (0.411 (-2.42) (1.43)
C3 -1458.63 29.46 -2382.19 1919.45
(-2.94) (0.44) (-3.41) (2.25)
C4 -2075.14 -14.93 950.90 1498.77
(-2.86) (-0.15) (0.93) (1.20)
C5 -1698.85 48.36 -2403.63 -16.21
(-1.68) (0.35) (-1.70) (-0.01)
C6 -1419.07 44.13 -1862.59 474.72















































































































































































Variable Si S2 53
Constant 345.45 - I 55,45 --2374.27
SA(r - 1) -0.0248 - .00052 0.0360
(-3.46) (-0.62) (2.17)
GB(t --1)
CSU - 1) -0.0160 -0.0717 -0.0687
(-3.50) (-9.05) (-6.47)
OVH 0.00262 0.0318 0.00686
(0.35) (2.45) (0.40)
HMD -0.0 103 -0.0304 -0.0226
(-1.37) (2.32) (-1.29)
NCO 75.64 53.48 -68.05
(0.87) (0.35) (-0.33)
SC 1 -273.14 -514.96 -484.81
(- 1.20) (-1.31) (-0.92)
5C2 113.66 594.37 603.39
(0.55) (1 .66) (1.26)
I-if) 1 45.14 -266.48 276.04
(0.31) (-1.07) (0.83)
HD2 -60.10 16.46 102.32
(-0.27) (0.04) (0.20)
H03 -168.71 -223.48 -166.99
(-1.04) (-0.84) (-0.45)
WS 1 0.0442 0.175 0.295
(4.64) (10.63) (13.35)
WS 2 0.00085 -0.245 -0.128
(0.03) (-4.62) (--1.81)
WS 3 -0.12 7 000440 0.0 172
(-1.60) (0.03) (0.09)
ID -0.0625 0.301 0.289
(-1.90) (5.28) (3.76)
RI 0.0752 0.0674 0.380
(1.81) (0.94) (3.95)
CI 0.147 0.542 0.657
(5.45j (11.64) (10.53)
B! 0.0497 0.131 0.247
(4.71) (0.74) (10.08)
55 0.153 -0.3 17 -0.606
(0.66) (-0.79) (-1.14)
P1 0.0657 0.118 0.207
(0.82) (0.86) (1.1 2)
0I 0.140 0.2 54 0.193
(2.91) (3.07) (1.73)
cc 0.135 0.0371 0.266





CCH -0.00581 -0.00182 0.232
(-0.82) (-0.15) (14]) CC VII -0.0109 0.0232 o.o%q (-0.49) (0.60) (1.10)
LI -157.12 -218.27 9142
(-1.01) (-0.81) (0.25) DV -0.00753 0.0968 0132 (-0.59) (4.41) (4.49) (ND 0.149 0.160 -0335
(1.21) (0.75) (--1.17) Al -520.00 -989.54 663.74
(-0.87) (-0.96) (0.48) A2 -259.51 -966.98 141.03
(-0.48) (--1.03) (0.11) A3 -375.81 -1364.63 -46137
(-0.71) (-1.48) (-0.37) fl4 337.50 --583.36 702.31
(0.62) (-0.62) (0.56) EHI -81.37 423.55 1436.73
(-0.18) (0.54) (1.36) 1H2 248.82 931.47 1667.14




































CC3 1644J3 -1478.18 -3117.92
(1.60) (-0.83) (-1.31)
DMC 1478.96 2987.83 2453.61
(3.77) (441) (2.70)
PE1 3533 --31.12 -673.63
(1.41) (-0.07) (-1.16)
PE2 -12.92 102.07 -259.96
(-0.07) (0.34) (-0.64)
PE3 56.79 236.02 -404.44
(0.29) (0.70) (-0.89)
PE4 249.78 592.73 95.35
(1.06) (1.44) (0.17)
OCC1 -235.26 649.41 -693.20
(-0.08) (0.12) (-0.10)
OCC2 -412.17 -842.50 -1133.28
(-0.94) (-1.11) (-1.12)
OCC3 -366.62 -854.78 -1069.21
(-1.10) (-1.49) (-1.39)
OCC4 -20.92 -394.35 -433.82
(-0.06) (-0.66) (-0.54)
OCC5 --187.16 -1042.08 --1302.39
(-0.63) (--2.03) (-1.89)
(.)CC6 -70.85 -586.53 -811.91
(-0.25) (-1.20) (-1.24)
FIW 48.52 -232.76 151.29
(0.17) (-0.47) (0.22)
D12 -48.79 -135.87 138.23
(-0.24) (-0.38) (0.29)
WS1/WS2 -4.81 6.14 14.55
(-1.50) (1.11) (1.97)
Pp 0.0335 0.0447 0.0357
(1.00) (0.77) (0.46)
R2 0.071 0.145 0.177
S 3029.84 5232.29 7011.81
dl 2816 2816 2816







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CGH 0.0269 -0.129 -0.0554
(-1.45) (-4.90) (-0.54) CGVH -0.0159 --0.06 14 -0.282
(-0.79) (-0.65) (-1.49)
LI 299.73 -1322.83 9763.51
Dv
(1.16) (--2.51) (2.39)
0.0466 0.0269 0.55 1
(1.81) (0.63) (3.02) (ND -0.328 -0.380 -7.5 88
(-1.77) (-0.60) (-2.75) Al 552.65 309.63 27,756.53
(0.39) (0.14) (2.45) A2 145.47 -1039.60 18,065.16
(0.11) (-0.65) (2.38) A3 -59.39 -1215,06 10,496.53
(-0.04) (-0.79) (1.62) A4 102.22 926.69 8169.54










































































CC3 -567.72 1848.73 -9263.11
(-0.14) (0.67) (-0.64)
DMC 514.69 913.33 108,703
(0.91) (0.43) (5.72) Pfl -121.37 809.89 -10,276
(-0.28) (0.97) (-1.95)
PU 75.11 813.26 -104374
(0.24) (1.40) -0.26)
PE -292.46 1269.41 -1501.89
(-0.85) (1.98) (--0.35)




OCC3 -79.81 -684.67 -11,709
(-0.15) (-0.56) (-0.97j
OCC4 492.73 -218.34 -959.13
(0.84) (-0.18) (-0.13)
OCC5 110.94 -856.74 919.17
(0.22) (-0.81) (0.15)
OCC6 -210.38 254.08 2605.92
(--0.44) (0.25) (0.42) FTW 98.95 -182.56 8232.83
(0.20) (-0.16) (1.39)
DJ2 342.51 213.76 -6328.46
(1.06) (O.27 (-0.92) 'NS1/WS2 2.46 30.30 -4.30
(0.36) (3.21) (-0.08) PP 0.110 0.0908 2.933
(0.34) (0. I 7) (0.96)
R2 0.146 0.256 0.549
S. 3857.45 5902.57 15,825.08 di 1479 1013 150 Mean 594.59 1850.55 8109.41
Wealih classes are defined as follows:
1assets less than $25,000.
assets between $25000 and $75000;
assess greater than $75,000.
Wealth Class
2Glossary for Tables A-3 and A-4 (ConsumersUnion data set)
DD:holdings of demand deposits
SA:holdings of savings accounts
FA:holdings of financial assets
NW:net svorih
MFA:market financial assets
NMFA: nonmarket financial assets
OFA:cash surrender of lifeinsurance + holdings of mortgages and notes of
otherspersonal loans ± trust funds
TD:total debt of household
AT',':after-tax family income




A2same as in TablesMand A2
A3
A4
1if youngest child is 2 or under
l0 otherwise
1if youngest child is 3 or 4
1 0 otherwise
1if youngest childis 5 to 9
1 0 otherwise
1if youngest child is 10 to 14
l0 otherwise
f
1if husband's educ:ation is high schoolor less
1 0 otherwise
f1if husband's education is 3years or less of college
1. 0 otherwise
FH3f
1if husband's education is 4years oi college 1.
0 otherwise
EH4-
1if husband's education is more than 4years of college
t 0 otherwise




WE3same as for EH2, EH3, EH4 for husband
WL4
OCC1:f Iif business proprietor
L. 0 otherwise
f1 if independent professional
1. 0 otherwise
,f
1if income earned on commission
1 0 otherwise
0CC5: -







1if exped I)lJSineSS condItionS titiring next1 2 nIOntl-,s to bemuch BEt: better
0 otherwise
8(2
iit expect business conditions to be a bit better
1 0 otherwise
f If expect business conditions to remainthe same
0 otherwise
8(4f 1if expect I)usiiiess conditions to bea bit worse
1. ootherwise
BES5 Iif expect business conditions to bemuch worse
1 0 otherwise
BE6-5 1if expect business conditions to be better
t 0 otherwise
8(7-5 1if expect business conditions to beworse
1. 0 otherwise
PH- 5 1if expect prices during next 5years to fall
I. 0 otherwise
p 5 11 expect to remain thesame during next 5 years
- 0 otherwise
5 1if expect inflation of less than5% during next 5years t 0 otherwise
Iif expect inflation of 5-10%during next 5years
1 0 otherwise
5 1if expect inflation of 10-15%durng next 5years 1 0 otherwise
5 1if expect inflation of 15-20%during next 5 years
1 0 otherwise
5 1if expect inflation of 25-40%during next 5 years
1 0 otherwise
5 1ii expect inflation ofmore than 40% during next 5years 1- 0 otherwise
5 1if expect prices to increase0-5% during next 5years 1 0 otherwise
-[
1if expect prices to increase5-15% (luring next 5years 1- 0 otherwise
5 1if expect prices toincrease 15-40% duringnext 5 years t 0 otherwise
Iif expect prices toincrease 0-25% duringnext 10 years 1 0 otherwise
Iii expect prices toincrease 25-40%. duringnext 10 years 1 0 otherwise
5 Iii expect pricesto increase 40-100% duringnext 10 years 1 0 otherwise
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PUR1,f
1ii expect prices to increase0-40% during next 20 years
t 0 otherwise
PELR2fIif expect prices to increase40-100% during next 711years t 0 otherwise
PELR3-f 11 expect prices to increasemore than 100% during next 20 years
t 0 otherwise











Constant 546.71 1404.72 428860
(--1.69)
fAft - -0.00086 0.00199 -0.240 0.0235
NMFA(t 1)
(-3.07) (1.43) (-48.92) (3.72) -0.00285 -0.134 0 ica -0116
OF/ta - 1)
(-1.69) (-16.14) (6.75) (-3.07) -0.0121 0.00363 0.255 -00355
TD(t - 1)
(-2 1.52) (1.33) (26.31) (-2.85) 0.00065 -0.00480 -0.0799 0.0512
ATY
(1.14) (-1.72) (-8.09) (4.02) 0.0242 0.0272 -0.00116 0450
ATYU - 1)
(5.66) (1.30) (-0.02) (4.71) -0.0189 -0.00054 0.0199 00405
ATY(t - 2)
(-3.56) (-0.02) (0.22) (0.34) 0.00445 0.0309 0.184 -0.0954
DY
(1.01) (1.43) (2.41) (-0.97) -0.00165 -0.00288 0.101 0.0881
Cl
(-0.56) (-0.20) (1.97) (1.33) 0.00152 0.00152 0.0484 0.0765
- 1)
(2.08) (0.43) (3.85) (4.72) 0.0119 --0.00758 0.953 0.663
CC
(9.75) (-1.27) (44.93) (24.30) 0.0091 I 0.0155 0.417 -0.170
CC(t - 1)
(2.80) (0.97) (7.41) (-2.35) 0.00323 -0.0311 -0.102 0.121
cc;u - 2)
(1.00) (--1.97) (-1.83) (1.68) -0.00905 0.0155 0.207 -0.160
Al
(-1.85) (0.97) (2.44) (--1.47) -700.37 -1713.70 --6812.75 7355.38
A2
(-3.31) (-1.65) (-1.86) (1.55) -605.82 -1333.46 --7297.04 -712.35
A3
(-5.07) (-2.28) (-3.52) (-0.30) -572.04 -1133.70 -6723.25 803.40
A4
(-4.88) (--1.98) (-3.31) (3.07) -623.00 -1099.61 -3995.90 3045.80
FS
(-5.25) (-1.89) (-1.94) (1.15) -0.128 -122.65 100.29 ---200.78
Cl
(-0.01) (-2.68) (0.62) (-0.96)
8.47 -302.09 -1537.64 -1373.76
C2
(0.22) (- 1.59 (-2.28) (-0.16)
9.52 -501.65 -837.43 503.42





C3 3.18 -468.59 300.68 -299.11
(0.07) (-2.17) (0.39) (-0.30) C4 78.95 -336.11 -1274.00 -1381.00
(1,55) (-1.39) (-1.44) (-1.21) £H1 -51.07 111.05 270.12 -453.80
(--0.48) (0.21) (0.15) (-0.19) EH2 -44.39 249.93 1084.78 1084.55
(-0.42) (0.49) (0.60) (0.46) EH3 -41.59 253.31 1884.77 1740.17
(-0.45) (0.50) (1.04) (0.75) EH4 -4337 319.73 2001.10 808.93
(-4.18) (0.63) (1.11) (0.35) EWJ 56.47 585.81 747.99 1719.62
(1.08) (2.28) (0.82) (1.47)
EW2 16.17 578.30 504.55 615.06
(0.31) (2.30) (0.57) (0.54) EW3 35.84 749.18 1929.78 2652.73
(0.65) (2.76) (2.00) (2.14)
EW4 -2.68 634.93 1891.12 1012.02
(-0.05) (2.25) (1.89) (0.79) C)CC1 76.94 34.79 3220.82 4629.35
(1.29) (0.12) (3.11) (3.47)
OCC3 103.31 434.12 1167.75 492.89
(1.66) (1.4.3) (1.09) (0.36)
0CC4 77.25 548.18 1994.49 -2776.76
(0.91) (1.31) (1.35) (-1.46)
OCC5 41.89 75.40 196.24 33.54
(0.98) (0.36) (0.27) (0.04)
OCC6 -26.89 0.346 142.89 184.07
(-0.44) (0.001) (0.14) (0.14)
BE1 35.77 -464.05 238.44 3594.82
(0.27) (-0.71) (0.10) (1.20)
BE2 19.03 57.33 1310.42 2766.47
(0.27) (0.16) (1.05) (1.73)
BE3 44.04 -78.38 -121.16 1025.68
(0.64) (-0.21) (-0.10) (0.67)
8E4 96.96 272.59 1.1 55.76 1417.77
(1.29) (0.74) (0.89) (0.85)
BE5 -134.64 -414.81 -2105.33 -2543.47
(-0.76) (-0.48) (-0.69) (-1.73)
P11 200.90 318.19 1097.08 2779.07






P12 -93.96 -479.80 -- 285.52 -954.1)6
(-1.08) (-1.13) (-1.90) (-0.49)
P13 14.83 -96.12 - 32.72 -394.98
(0.22) (-0.29) (-0.03) (-0.91)
P14 7.16 -137.59 472.23 -715.74
(0.11) (-0.41) (0.40) (-0.47)
P15 22.78 -279.93 679.34 -1108.47
(0.31) (-0.77) (0.53) (-0.67)
P16 -25.61 972.56 2693.85 579.02
(--0.27) (2.13) (1.67) (0.28)
P17 -191.91 -142.49 507.02 --644.33
(-1.24) (-0.19) (0.19) (-0.19)
PE8 -63.91 3308.32 1582.28 341 .55
(-0.12) (1.17) (0.16) (-0.03)
PEL1 -38.73 19.36 184.98 453.91
(-0.83) (0.09) (0.22) (0.44)
PEL2 -175.15 -244.25 1104.78 317.19
(-2.27) (-0.59) (0.83) (0.18)
PEL3 -34.74 -896.05 -1041.80 62.10
(-0.26) (-1.36) (-0.45) (0.02)
PEL4 206.62 -3377.00 -2346.00 --137.45
(2.52) (-0.84) (-0.17) (-0.Od)
PELR1 23.22 -19.67 383.51 692.61
(0.59) (-0.10) (0.56) (0.79)
PELR2 77.26 93.18 -272.18 -766.32
(1.37) (0.34) (--0.28) (-0.61)
PELR3 193.50 831.61 -491.05 1851.20
(1.82) (1.60) (-0.27) (0.78)
R2 0.265 0.076 0.492 0.219
808.43 3957.48 14,010.43 18,061.90
df 4171 4171 4171 41 71



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3Definitions of Variables and Sources of
Data for Time Series Analysis
The variables used in the time series analysis in Section 6 are defined as
follows: *
PS = personal saving from the National Income Accounts (NIA) + credits from
government insurance + capitalgainsdividends.Sources:NIA and
flow-of-funds accounts (FOF).
NS = net saving from FOF, defined as PS + net investment in durable goods.
Source: FOF.
CS = gross saving, defined as NS + capital consumption (i.e., depreciation on
residential dwellings, durable goods, and the plant and equipment of
nonprofit organizations). Source: FOE.
C! = gross investment, d iiii! as the sum of capital expenditures and net
financial investmer'.. Source: FOE.
CE = capital expendit'rec, defined as the sum of expenditures for (lurable goods,
net purchases ofesidential housing, and expenditures for plant and
equipment by nonrofit organizations. Source: FOF.
NFl = net financial investment, defined as the difference between the net acquisi-
tion of financial assets and the net increase in liabilities. Source: FOF.
CD = expenditures for durable goods. Source: FOF.
HN = net purchases of residential housing + expenditures for plant and equip-
ment by nonprofit organizations. Source: FOE.
NAFnet acquisition of financial assets. Source: FOF.
NIL = net increase in liabilities. Source: FOE.
DD = holdings of demand deposits and currency, seasonally adiusted.t Source:
FOF.
SA = holdings of savings accounts and time deposits. Source: FOF.
CC = end-of-period level of consumer debt, seasonally adjusted, defined as the
sum of installment debt and other consumer debt. Source: FOF.
All data, unless otherwise noted, are expressed in billions of current dollars. Quarterly flows are seasonally
adjustedannual rates. Stocks ale seasonally adjusted where noted.
101) (as also SA and CC) ws constructed from quarterly unadiusmed flows beginning from year-end levels.
Seasonal adjustment was then elfected by regression on dummy variables.
331Lester Ii[1ylor
II) S end-of-perIod level of installmentdebt. Source FOF.
= personal ConsUmption expenditureson nonrlurabk,illl servicenof NtA i mpu ta mi is. Source: NIA.
SI-I = net stock of housing(NSII)niortgage debt (MD). NSIjis constructedas (01 lOws:
NM!,0.995 NSI I,- ,(PH, / PH,-,) + 0.9975 1 I
where:
PH = implicit deflator forresidential construction(source: NIA) I-I = net purchases ofresidential housing (source:FOF)
was taken as 1952:4, with NSl-I,,= $1 23.81),obtaine(J by dividn8 depreciation on housing (fromFOF) for 1952:4 by 0.02.Source for AID: FOF.
SD = net stock of durablegoods, constructedas follows
SD, = 0.9651), ,(PD,/PD,,)+ 0.98 CD,
where:
PD = implicit deflator fordurable goods fromNIA
SD,, = $163.75bobtained by dividingdepreciation on (Ironi FOF) for 19524by 0.16. durable goods
SB = market value ofholdings ofcorporate shares and bonds (definedas sum of holdings of corporate andforeign bonds, investmentcompany shares, and other corporate shares),seasonally adjusted. Thequarterly series is ob- tained by interpolatingyear-end levels (from FOF)by the Standard and Poor Index of StockPrices.
LP = sum of laborand property incomein MA less NIAimputations. Source: tables 21 and 7.3of NIA.
TP = transferpayments to individualsSource: Table 2. Iof NIA.
SI = personalcontributions to socialinsurance Source: Table2.1 of NIA.
= trsonaI tax and nontaxpayments less NIA imputationsSource: tables 2.1 and 7.3 of NIA.
PEprice expectations,defined as(- y) / (x ± y). where:
x = propjrfl offamilies expectingprices to increase innext 12 months.
Yproportiof familiesexpecting prices to decreasein next 12 months
*
S 332Missing quarters have been filled in by linear interpolation. Source: Survey
Research Center, University of Michigan (data actually used here provided




P = implicit deflator for personal consumption expenditure from NIA.
Al = percentage of population of age 20 to 30. Sources: U.S. Bureau of the
Census, Current Population Reports, Series P-20 and P-25, various issues;
U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Vita! Statistics of the
U.S.A., various issues. Mid-year estimates converted to quarterly by linear
interpolation.
AA1 = percentage of population of age 20 to 25. Source: Same as for Al.
A2 = percentage of population of age 30 to 40. Source: Same as for Al.
AA2 = percentage of population of age 25 to 40. Source: Same as for Al.
A3 = percentage of population of age 40 to 50. Source: Same as for Al.
A4 = percentage of population of age 50 to 65. Source; Same as for Al.
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NOTES
See Gibson (1970), Pyle (1972), and Sargent(1972, 1973).
See Gordon (1970, 19711, Turnovcky (1972),Turnovsky and Wahter(1972), and de Mend and Bhalla (1973).
The recent empirical literature,as far as I am aware, consists of two
papers by luster arid Wachtel (1972a, 1972b).
Henceforth, these will be referredto as the CU and CAS sanit)Ies
respectiveJ. The effect of price expectationson total saving will clearly dependon the definition of saving being used. In the discussionto follow, I shall, unless
soecifjed otherwise, view saving as consisting of financialsaving plus net investment inreal assets As Katona (1960) puts it:
Most people hold that the future isuncertain; they speak of possibleemergeilcies such as accidents, illness, unemploymentor bad times as their reasons for
accumulating reserve funds (p. 95). See also Juster andWachtel (l972a, 1972b).
This will be referred to as theK-J (for Katona and luster)argument. See Mirman (1971), Sandmo (1970),tevhari and Srinivasan (1969),and eland (1968) Most of the empirical evidenceis based on survey data. See,in particular, Mueller (1959), Katona (1960), and Juster andWachtel (l972d, 197Th)
I enclose "best" in quotationmarks because the particularpoint estimate given will probably vary dependingon the shape of the underlyingdistributionThe mean undoubtedly will be provided byrespondents where the distributionis symmetrical; however, if the distribution isskewed,it will more likely hethe mode. This model can be rigorouslyderived from the adaptive
expectations framework of Nerlove (1958) and Moth (1961)on the assumption that thedistribution of price expectations is normal and the additionalassumption that the informationprovided by peis combined with that providedby p in accordance withBayes theorem. See Turnovsky (1969).
For attempts to inferofrom the variation ofexpectations across households,see de Mend and Rhalla (1973).
The model aboutto be described takes itsroots in the state-adjustmentmodel of Houthakker and Taylor (1970)as applied to aggregateconsumption and saving (see especially Chapter 7).
The objective state variableswill also include demographic
characteristics which for ow are put aside.
See Duesenberry (1949),Brown (1952), andHouthakker and Taylor (1970). The state variablesincorporating expectationsare excluded because it doesnot make any sense to speak of desired
relationships connecting themwith income. On the contrary, they, along withincome and other marketquantities, are movers of thesystem. If, in line with theview of Katona andJuster, price expectationsshould affect saving only through their impact
on consumer confidence, thenA2 will be equal to zero. However, this is anextreme (and to me implausible)reading of Katona and Juster. See Houthakker andTaylor (1970, Chapter7( and Brown (1952). The majority ofequations tabulated, howeverinclude income of thecurrent year only. One such set for thefive-year expectationsin the CU sample isas follows: d:pricer expected to fall
prices expected to increase0 to 5 per cent
prices expected toincrease 5 to 15per cent





lester D. TaylorHowever, the use of dummy variables is not without cost. For in estimation, one of the
dummy variables must be excluded, requiring the coefficients on the dummy variables
remaining to be interpreted as deviations from the coefficient of the dummy variable that
is left out. Ordinarily, this last coefficient, which is absorbed into the equation's constant
term, is recovered through the assumption that the coefficients for the entire group of
dummy variables sum to zero. In the present context, however, such an assumption is
clearly unwarranted, whence the excluded coefficient cannot be recovered. Thus
although the overall effect of price expectations can be tested (through an analysis of
covariance), the effects of individual intervals of expectations can only be tested relative
to one another.
Except for that implicit in the response "too uncertain to say" in both samples.
The validity of this procedure requires, of course, that households answering "too
uncertain to guess" for price expectations and financial prospects do not form identical
sets.
This being the case, it can be argued that it would have been better to group households
by the characteristics nvolved and then estimate separate equations for each group.
However, this would have, in the first place, put distressingly severe demands on my
limited computer budget, and, in the second place, resulted in many cells with a meager
count of households.
For a description of the survey, see Juster, McNeil, and Stoterau (19691.
Thisisnot to imply that second and subsequent waves ot interviews cannot be
analyzed. They can, but the model employed must be simpler than the one used here.
The only exception is the stock of housing, which has been computed on the basis of
original purchase price. Unrealized capital gains (or losses) through the end of 1967 are
then included as a separate predictor.
26.After the equations with the entire sample were estimated, I found that some households
had missing data for some variables and that a missing observation correlation matrix
had been used in the calculations.ri the equations for the separate groups,all
households with missing data were excluded altogether. This reduced the number of
households in the separate group equations to 2,815.
For a description of characteristics and a discussion of the quality of information of this
survey, see Cagan (1965).
Between 1958 and 1963, the horizon covered by the expectations in Table 2, the CPI
increased 5.6 per cent.
The CAS equations are listed in tables A-i and A-2 in Appendix A, and the CU
equations are given in tables A-3 and A-4.
Notice that the R2's for the equations for savings accounts (SA) and government bonds
(GB) in tables A-i and A-2 are extremely high given that the observations refer to
households. These high R's result primarily from the presence of SAO - 1) and GB(t - 1)
as predictors, as is evident from theratios for these variables. The rationale for
including SAlt - 1) and GBQ - 1) as regressors is to allow for the dynamiceffects of
stock adjustment. However, in the present context, it is clear that these variablesalso
reflect idiosyncracies of individual households. Households vary in howthey structure
their portfolios, not just because of differences in expectations and objective circum-
stances, but also because of factors unique to themselves. In theabsence of variables
that allow directly for these unique factors, they will tend to be reflected in SA(t - 1)in
the equation for SA and GB(t - 1) in the equation for GB. This beingthe case, the
inclusion of these two quantities serves to clarify the estimates of the coefficientsof the
other variables. However, it is clear that it would be misleading (indeed, incorrect) to
interpret the coefficients of SA(t - 1) and CBft - I)as reflecting pjrely dynamic
phenomena.
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The entry for SA under Pf 1in Table 3, for example, indicates that,
(eteris parihus householdc expecting prices to increase by less than2 per (Cut addedon the average,
$348.63 more in savings accounts than households('.xpe(tiflg pri(("i Ii) increase2-4 per cent.
The legalise coeffkiont in the equation br X(.S mightseem an anomaly however
to flee the stock market in the face of reduced confidenceine future seems peufectly
sensible behavior.
Among other things, this casts doubt on theassumption, implicit in theequations in Table A-i and which underlie Table 3, that thestructure being estimatedis homoge neous across wealth. The proper procedure would beto testtiiis '1cssumptionas a hypothesis in an analysis of covariance, However,the disparity ofstandard errors of the estiniate (see the bottom of fable A-2) suggests thatthe error varianceisitself not constant across households, and in view of this,I have refrained fromundertaking a formal analysis of covariancc, Ata minimum, it would appear that
the equations in Table A-I for the sampleas a svhole may be plagued by heteroscedasticity
Before leaving the CAS equations, it should bementioned that if priceexpectati5 during 1966-1968 did not change (or elsechanged very little) fromone year to the next, their effect, for the reason citedin Footnote 32, could then bereflected in the lagged values of the dependent variable in theequations for SA and GB Asa test of whether this might be the case, equations for SAand GB were estimatedwith SA(t - 1) and GB(t - 1) excluded as predictors, Thecoefficients of the priceexpectations variables underwent some changes, but theirsignificance as a group didnot Consequently whatever the reason for the weakeffect of price expectations inthese equationsit cannot be attributed to collinearity of theprice expectations with the laggeddependent variables.
The decision to forego exploration ofthe ten- and 2O-year horizonsin the equations with households grouped by wealthwas prompted strictly by budgetary
considerations See the end of Table 7 forprecise definitirins of thesevariables There isno PUB corresponding to FF8, because therewere no households in the samplewith expecta- tions of more than '10 per Cent inflation(Over the next five years) andtoo uncertain to assess their financial prospects.
See the discussions surroundingexpressions 6 and 10.
Other analyses of the Flow of Fundsdata include Houthakker andTaylor (1970), Motley (1970;, and Wachtel (1972).
No attempt has been madeto include state variablesrepresenting the psychological stocks arising from habit formationin consumption. To do so wouldrequire formulating a model in which saving andconsumption are determined jointly, whichis beyond the scope of the present effort.
The question asked respondentsis whether they expect theprices of things they buy in the next twelve monthsto go up, go down, or remain thesame Prior to 1959, the "things" in question referredto household goods, appliances,and clothing. Beginning
in 1959 reference was to thethings that the household buysin general. For a discussion of the effect of this change,see luster and Wachtel (1972a).Beginning in 1966, households were asked toprovide point estimates of theirexpectations. Prior to this, they were asked simplywhether they expected pricesto decrease a lot, decreasea little, remain the same, increasea little, or increase a lot. Unlikeluster and Wachtel (1972a, 1972b) or de Menil and Bhalla(1973),I have not attempted toconvert the pre-1966 data to point estimates.
Complete definitionsare givenin Appendix B
Although FE is missing fromthe equation explaining thelevel of demand deposits, the variable's impact, when includedas a predictor was negative, but hada t ratio less than1. When P1 was included in the equation for savings accounts, on the other hand, its
coefficient was positive, but again with aratio less thanI
However, this absence may be more apparent than real because of an extremelyrong
trend underlying the dependent varabie, which led to the exclusion of the beginning-
or-period tevel of savings accounts from the equation finally estimated.
There is one other important implication of the way that capital gains are treated in the
National Income Accounts. Although realized capital gains are not included in personal
income, taxes on the capital gains are included in personal taxes. Disposable income
and therefore NIA savingis thus reduced by the amount of the tax. Thiscan account
for the coefficient on T in the equations for total saving, which is larger (in absolute
value) than the one on LP.
See Modigliani (19fl).
For a discussion of the MPS methodology, see Modigliani (1971,p.13).
For a model of aggregate consumption and saving that takes the extension ofconsumer
credit as its point of departure, see Burress (1972).
One extenuating circumstance may be the use of a fixed-weight distributed lag when
one of variable weights is in order.
The differences between the model used here and the one in the BPEApaper arc as
follows: (1) only NIA personal saving was analyzed there; (2) wealth is disaggregated
here and the components introduced explicitly as predictors; (3) capital gainswere
ignored in the BPEA paper: 14) the BPEA model also ignored expectations and theage
structure of the population; (5) the saving and income data used here are free of
imputations; and (6) the data used in the BPEA data were expressed in 1958 dollars.
Needless to say, it cannot be deduced from aggregate time series data alone whether the
higher observed short-run marginal propensity to save out of transfer income is intrinsic
to transfer income, or whether itis a phenomenon arising from aggregation across
households with different marginal propensities to save. The negative coefficient on TP
in the equation for capital expenditures, though, suggests thatit might be the latter, It
was hoped at the outset that the results from the CAS data set would shed some tight on
this question, but this has not been the case.
However, this result is in keeping sth an extended version of the life-cycle model in
which family composition as well as age is taken into account. See Stafford and
Dunkelberg (1969).
I am grateful to Donald Heckerman of the University of Arizona for undertaking this
analysis.
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